
SMit!™ Add-on MS Outlook2003-2007 Address Book Integration Module 
 

SMit! is a Microsoft Outlook 2003 and 2007 plug-in that can be used with 

each client to send SMS messages and allows for mobile phone numbers to 

be picked up either from a local Address Book of each individual MS Outlook 

client or from any LDAP structure, like Microsoft Active Directory.  

The user can then send out a free format text message to any of the mobile 

numbers stored in these Address Book structures. SMS messages can either 

be sent immediately or scheduled for sending later by creating events in the 

Outlook 2003-2007 Calendar. 

Add-on module for Derdack EA and message master™ xsp 

SMit!™ is an add-on module, from Acette Technologies, built for usage on 

Derdack’s messaging engines message master™ Enterprise Alert and mes-

sage master™ xsp.  Targeted specifically for corporate users, this module  

facilitates quick typing of SMS notifications using computer keyboards. Ideal 

for instantly typing and transmitting alerts and messages to GSM phones of 

individuals (customers or staff), or broadcasting to pre-defined groups, in 

Outlook 2003 Address Books and Microsoft Active Directories. SMit! can be 

used by any of the named users in the message master™ range of products. 

 

 

Benefits of SMit!™ Add-on 

♦ Allows easy sending of SMS 

messages from their Outlook 

2003 and 2007 toolbar 

♦ SMS messages can be scheduled 

as Outlook 2003-2007 Calendar 

events 

♦ Facilitates keyboard usage for 

typing SMS messages 

♦ Multi-lingual text typing and 

messaging 

♦ Message splitting made possible 

when used with message 

master™ xsp  

♦ Needs no effort to configure 

address books, as address books 

available in MS Outlook 

(including Microsoft Active 

Directories) are used. 

♦ SMS messages can be sent to 

groups defined in Outlook 

address books. 

♦ Dedicated folder is installed in 

Outlook to archive SMS 
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